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- This invention relates to a method and appa 
ratus for dispensing gas material, particularly 
gas material which is stored and transferred in 
the liquid phase at a temperature below 273° K. 
and converted into the gas phase when supplied 
to consuming apparatus. _ ‘ ' - 

The invention has for its object generally an 
improved procedure for dispensing gas material 
in the manner indicated and suitable means for 
carrying out such procedure in an e?icient and 
economical manner. ‘ _ 

More speci?cally, it is an object to provide 
steps in a method of charging and recharging 
apparatus for converting gas material in the liq 
uid phase into the, gas phase and, discharging 
the same to receiving apparatus with ‘relatively 
small blow-down losses. ' ' 

‘ It is also an object to associate a system of 
gas receivers with a converting or vaporizing 
device for a lique?ed gas in such a manner as 
to supply gas material in the gas phase in a 
succession ofv two or more predetermined pres 
sures, whereby a relatively e?icient and economi 
cal system results. I 

It is still-another object to associate automatic 
regulating devices with a system of gas receivers 
arranged for operation at two or more predeter 
mined pressures for supplying consuming appa 
ratus at a substantially constant service pressure. 
Other objects of the invention will in part be 

obvious and will in part appear hereinafter. 
The invention accordingly comprises the sev 

eral steps and the relation of one or more of 
such steps with respect to each of the others, 
and the apparatus embodying features of con 
struction, combinations of elements and arrange 
ment of parts which are adapted to effect such 
steps, all as exempli?ed in the following de-_ 
tailed disclosure, and the scope of the applica 
tion of which will be indicated in the claims. 
For a fuller understanding of the nature and 

objects of the invention reference'should be had 
to the following detailed description taken in 
connection with the accompanying drawings, in 
which: ' ’ 

Fig. 1 is a fragmentary view partly in section 
and partly in elevation showing a system of gas 
receivers and lique?ed gas converting apparatus 
arranged in accordance with the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a similar view of a modi?ed form;v 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view showing ,a 

detail of an automatic valve employed in the 
arrangements shown in Figs. 1 and 2; and 

Fig. 4 is an explanatory diagram. 
It has already been proposed to service con 

(Gl; 62-1) 
sumers of highly compressed gases intended for ‘ 
industrial purposes with gas material in them: 
uid phase in such a manner that the storing and 
transferring ‘of the gas material in the liquid 
phase involves handling in apparatus subject to ‘.5 
temperatures materially below 273° K. This has 
been conveniently accomplished by shipping the 
gas material in the liquid phase in containers 
having suitable‘heat insulation and, when at the 
consumer’s plant, delivered to stationarycon- '10 
verting apparatus installed vat the plant where 
the gas material in the liquid phase is converted 
into the gas phase or it may be converted into 
gas in converters transportable with the con 
ftainers and supplied to storing devices ior sub- :15 
sequent delivery to consuming apparatus at a 
desired service pressure. Where the converting 
apparatus whether transportable or stationary is 
employed to supply a plurality of disconnected 
storing devices, there are blow-down losses inci- .20 
dent to the change of connections between con 
verter and storing device. By means of the , 
present invention these losses are materially re 
duced. a 

Any- suitable form of converting or vaporizing 25 
apparatus may be used in conjunction with the 
servicing container in the practice of the pres 
ent invention. It is, however, advantageous to 
employ a device for this purpose which utilizes, 

‘ as a source of heat to e?’ect the vaporization of 30 
the lique?ed gas, a source naturally available 
since the operation of the device is thereby ren 
dered relatively inexpensive. One form 0! va 
porizing device adapted for converting liquid 
oxygen into gaseous oxygen by utilizing the heat 35 
of the atmosphere or that of water at atmos 
pheric temperature, or slightly higher, is shown 
in the U. S. patent to Heylandt, Reissue No. 
18,476, dated May 17, 1932. In the apparatus 
shown in this patent, a high pressure vessel hav- 4° 
ing-suitable warming means is provided for con 
verting a charge of liquid oxygen into gaseous 
oxygen, which is then discharged and ‘stored in 
a high pressure gas receiver until supplied to 
consuming apparatus. Relatively high gas pres 
sures may“ be generated in the converting vessel, 
for example, ‘a pressure of ‘2100 lbs. gage, the 
gas material in the gas phase being passed to 
the high pressure receiver until all the charge 
is vaporized, after which recharging may take 
place. ' ‘ l 

The conversion of gas material from the liquid 
phase into the gas phase, in such apparatus, 
takes place relatively quickly after the converting ' 
process has once started, asset forth in the said 55 
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reissue patent. A pressure-time curve showing 
a characteristic manner in which pressure is gen 
erated is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows the rise 
in pressure of a: charge of gas material in rela 
tion to time when receiving devices of a certain 
capacity are employed with this type of vaporiz 
ing apparatus. ‘ . 

In the pressure-time curve of Fig. 4, time is 
abscissa, while the ordinates represent pressure. 
When the converting vessel, which has a thin 
spaced lining or basket, is charged and closed, 
pressure begins to build up at‘?rst rather slowly, 
as indicated by the lower left-hand portion of the 
curve depicted in Fig. 4._ The rate of pressure 
rise increases as the material becomes heated. 
Then a very rapid rise in pressure ensues, since 
the liquid expands considerably after the ?rst 
'slow initial rise in pressure and ?ows into'the 
space in the converting vessel on the outside 

25 

01' the basket. After this over?ow ‘has ceased, 
'the ?nal conversion of the‘liquid into ‘gas is com 
pleted and the rate of pressure generation de 
creases as indicated by the upper right-hand por 
tion of the curve which bends over and asymptoti 
cally approaches the horizontal.‘ When the 
'converting'vessel is at high pressure, the gas re 
ceiving device which may have from four to six’ 

‘3 times the volume of the converting vessel, is 
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?lled. The converting vessel cannot be connected 
to another receiving device and recharged with 
out releasing pressure therein.- Heretofore, there 
were ‘considerable blow-down losses in connec 
tion with the operation of the converting vessel 
in this manner where the gas receiving devices 
are operated at a single predetermined pressure 
level. 
In vaccordance with the present invention, gas 

receiving devices are provided for operation at two 
or more predetermined pressure levels, which are 
connected to the vaporizing apparatus and are 
arranged to supply gas material in the gas phase 
successively rather than simultaneously to con 
suming' apparatus at a desired service pressure. 

Referring now to the embodiment shown in 
Fig. 1,‘ 5 denotes a transportable heat-insulated 
container, which holds a supply of liquid oxygen 
and which is moved from place to place by means 
of a suitable vehicle, such as a truck, indicated at ' 
6.v The liquid ‘oxygen to be vaporized is with 
drawn from the container through a conduit 1 and 
introduced through a ?lling opening 8 into a 
vaporizer l 0 of the character shown in the above 
,noted Heylandt patent. The outer or pressure 
vessel of the vaporizer is shown in an exterior 
water-bath II that is mounted on therear of 
the truck, and has a removable cover l2. - Within 

, the pressure vessel is a spaced thin-walled basket 
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13, about the top of which are perforations I4 , 
which aiford communication between the space 
within the basket and the clearance space about 
the same. The cover .l2 has a ‘connection l5 
which is connected by a ?exible portion IS’ with 
a supply connection l6 associated permanently 
with the receiving system. Suitable auxiliary de 
vices may be associated with the vaporizing ap 
paratus as desired, for example, a safety valve and 
a pressure gage which are shown collectively 
at 9. . _ 

In order to receive the gas'supplied through 
the connection l6 and store the same at a plu 
rality of predetermined operating pressures, this 
connection is arranged to communicate selectively 
with a plurality of receivers designed to operate 
at the desired different pressure levels. The con 
duit it accordingly is shown as provided with a 

2,028,119 
branch I 6' leading to a suitable high pressure 
receiving means l8, for example, a plurality of 
cylinders, while a second branch it" leads to a 
suitable low pressure receiving means I9, for ex 
ample, a‘ low pressure vessel. The receivers l8 
preferably have a common ?lling manifold 20, 
the connection to each cylinder being preferably 
individually controlled as indicated by the valves 
shown at H.‘ _ 

The ?lling of the receivers l8 and I9 is selec 
tively controlled by suitable means in the con 
nection l6 and its branches. For example, a 
valve 2| is shown as interposedin the connection 
l6, and is normally closed when pressure is build 
ing in the vaporizing apparatus. A valve 22 is 
interposed in the branch l6’ and a valve 23 in 
the branch IS". A service or withdrawal con 
duit 24 is provided which makes suitable con 
nection with the receivers, and leads to the place 
of use. The service conduit is preferably inde 
pendently controlled by means of a valve, as 

' shown at 25. 

In order that the system of the present inven 
tion‘ may be selectively discharged, one or more 
by-pass connections are provided to effect com 
munication between any receiver and the with 
drawal conduit. In the arrangement shown, con 
duit 24 communicates with the low pressure 
branch l6”; accordingly, a by-pass connection 26 
is arranged to lead from manifold 20 to the con 
duit 24 and is controlled by a valve 21. In the‘ 
event that the gas pressure in the receiver l9 falls 
to a predetermined pressure level, when supplying 
gas for industrial use, the receiving means at l8 
may be cut in by opening valve 21. - 

In order that this system may be substantially 
automatic and the desired sequence in discharge 

' from the receivers may be independent of the 
personal equation of an attendant, suitable auto 
matic valves are associated with the discharge 
connections;v for example, an automatic pressure 
regulating valve 28 may be inserted, as shown in 
the by-pass connection 26 which is set to open‘ 
upon the drop of pressure on its discharge side 
(which is the supply side of regulator 29) to a 
pressure level which exceeds that in the service 
conduit by a desired pressure differential. 
To maintain the service pressure constant a 

second automatic regulating valve may be inserted 
in the service conduit 24 ahead of the valve 25, - 
as shown at 29. This latter is set to function, 
in relation to the pressures described above, to 
maintain the pressure on the service side of the 
conduit 24 constantly at, for example, 150 lbs. 
gage. 
Where the cylinders l8 are normally charged 

to an operating pressure in the neighborhood of 
2100 lbs. gage, the receiver l9 may conveniently 
be charged to an operating pressure in the neigh 
borhood of 300 lbs. gage. The predetermined 
pressure level to‘ be maintained on the supply side 
of the service conduit may advantageously exceed 
that in the service conduit by a differential of 15 
lbs. gage; for example, when 150 lbs. gage is to 
be maintained in the service conduit, the prede 
termined pressure level, below which the supply 
is not permitted to go, may be 165 .lbs. gage. 
When this pressure level is desired, the regulator 
28 is set to open the by-pass 26 when the supply 
pressure in the receiver l9 falls to 165 lbs. gage. 
Communication between the service supply and 
the cylinders i8 is thus established to maintain 

25 
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the service continuously after the supply of low- - 
pressure gas has been utilized. _ v 

In the modi?ed form shown in Fig. 2, the by 75 
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vetting vessel is blown down from the pressure pass-connection is shown at 33 and has one end 
connec ' d to the branch l3" while the other end‘ 
is conn ctedto the service-conduit 24 through a 
coupling 3| that has a connection 3| ’. leading di 
rectly to the manifold 23. A service pressure 
regulating valve 32 is preferably inserted .in con 
nection 3|’ as shown. The ‘by-pass is.also here 
controlled by a pressure regulating valve 33 that 
is normally open but set to close when the pres 
sure in the by-pass drops below a predetermined 
pressure which is above thatmaintained by regu 
lator 32 by a predetermined ‘differential; for ex- - 
ample, where valve, 32 is set to open to maintain‘ 
the service pressure at 150 lbs. gage, regulator 33 * 
may be set to open at 155 lbs. gage. In conse 
quence, valve 32 is always closed so long as the 
low pressure receiver is able to supply gas to 
maintain a pressure-of 155 lbs. gage. When this 
fails, the high pressure supply is automatically 
cut in. . < . 

The regulators 23, 23, 32 and 33 may, of course, 
have any suitable construction. An example of 
a- suitable construction for these regulators is 
shown in Fig. 3, where a housing 35 is depicted 
‘as having an inlet 33, with which a portion of the 
conduit 24 communicates, and an outlet 31 with n 
which an exit portion of the conduit comm'unb 
cates. This casing has a'partition 33 dividing it 
into inlet and outlet chambers, the partition hav 
ing a valve opening 33 with a seat on the under 
side. Cooperating with this seat is a valve mem 
ber 43 having a stern ll connected to a pressure 

‘ operated diaphragm 32. This diaphragm is 
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shown as having a ‘spring 33 hearing thereon 
from above and exposed on the under side-to the 
pressure on the outlet side of the partition 33. 
Thus it is seen that this valve may be set to 
maintain automatically a' desired pressur 
outlet chamber by restricting the ori?ce at 33 
su?lciently to maintain a constant service pres 
sure. . 

The operation of the system‘as a whole is as 
follows:- the vessel " I3 is ?lled with a measured 
quantity of liquid withdrawn from the container 
3 through the ‘connection ‘I. The ?lling open 
ing at 3 is‘ then closed to the atmosphere, the 
valves 2| and 22 being also preferably closed, 
whereupon pressure begins to build in the vessel 

' 13 in the manner above described; Valve. 23 is 
also preferably closedand valve 21 is open. when 
the desired high pressure is developed or shortly 
before, valve'22 is opened in order to charge the 
cylinders at l3 which are put in communication 

_ with the manifold 23 by opening valve Vl'l. Valve 
23 remains preferably closed during the entire 
‘period of charging the ‘cylinders at 13, whilemthe 
condition vof valve 25, whether open or closed, de 
pends on requirements at the place of use. When 
the receivers at l3 are charged, valve 22 is closed 
and valves 2| and 23 are opened. The receiver‘ 
at I3 is now charged, and since it has a volume 
which is larger by a predetermined ratio than that 
of the converting vessel, the ?lling operation will 
have been completed when the pressure between 
the receiver at l3 and the converter has been 
equalized at the desired value, for example, a 
‘pressure of 300 lbs. gage. When the equalization 
of pressures in the vessel l3 and receiver l3 has 
been accomplished, the valve 2| is closed, after 
which the converting vessel» is disconnected and 
‘blown down to be ready for charging another re-' 
ceiving system. By this arrangement, it is seen 
that by employing a low pressure receiver at l3 
the blow-down losses are _materi_a1ly reduced 
since the volume of gas released from the con 

einthe, 

.3 
of the low pressure receivers instead'of the high 
pressure of the high pressure receivers as formerly 
was necessary when it was desired to use the same 
converting vessel to charge another system of re-.‘ 
ceivers without waiting for the gas remaining 
therein to be discharged to consuming apparatus. 
Gas is withdrawn from the two sets of receivers 

here provided through the, service conduit 24 by 
having. ‘valves 23, 25 and 21 open and valves 2| 
and 22 closed. It is seen that gas ?rst passes from 
the low pressure receiver into the service con 
duit and then from the high pressure receiver 
manifold which is automatically controlled by the 
regulator 23. ~ The regulator 23 prevents flow of 
gas from the receivers 13 so long as the pressure 
on the outlet side of the last-named regulator is 
above a predetermined value, to which it is ad 

_ justed, i. e., in the examplegiven, 165 lbs. gage. 
When, therefore, the pressure of the low pressure 

- receiver is reduced to_l65 lbs. gage, the regulator 
23 automatically connects the high pressure re 
ceivers l3 with the service conduit, When the 
high pressure receivers l3 are empty, the system 

, may be recharged in the manner indicated. The 
operation of the system shown in Fig. 2 is, of 
course, similar, except for the functioning of the 
automatic valves, as explained above. 
Systems of the character here ‘set forth hav 

ing gas receiving means operated at but two pres 
sure levels, ‘may-use receivers of such volumetric 
capacities respectively as to reduce the operating 
blow-down losses when charging the converter to 
relatively low values, for example, 3%; it being 
obvious that such systems are adapted to beop 

pressure levels having capacitiessuchl-as to re 
duce the operatingblow-down losses to any de 
sired value. The use of each additional receiver 
at another pressure level, however, represents ad 
ditional capital investment. Hence, a factor in 
determining the number of receivers to be op-' 
erated at different pressure levels in any given 
instance is the ascertaining of that number on 
which the saving of gas material, represented by 
the decrement in blow-down losses, makes the 

- desired monetary return on the investment in 
volved. - 

Since certain changes in carrying out the above 
process and in the constructions set forth, which 
embody the invention may be made without de 
parting from its scope, it is intended that all 
matter contained ‘in the above description or 
shownin the accompanying drawings shall be in 
terpreted as illustrative'and not in a limiting 
sense.’ ‘ 

Having described my invention, what‘I claim 
as new. and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is: 

l. The method of dispensing gas material to 
consuming apparatus at a desired service pres 
sure which comprises ‘supplying a suitable vapor 
izing device with lique?ed gas, converting the 
lique?ed gas material into gaseous phase, dis 
charging vaporized gas material into a plurality 
of ~receivers operating on successively different 
pressures, and thereafter supplying consuming 
apparatus from said receivers by discharging the 
same successively. ' 

2. The method of discharging gas material to 
consuming apparatus at a desired service pressure 
which comprises supplying a vaporizing device 
with lique?ed gas, converting said gas material 
into gas by applying heat, discharging the con 
verted gas material into a plurality of gas re 
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ceivers arranged to be operated at a plurality or 
different pressure levels in a manner such as to 
pass from the highest to the lowest pressure level, 
and thereafter supplying consuming apparatus 
from said receivers by passing successively from 
the lowest to the higher pressure level. 

3. The method of dispensing gas material to 
consuming apparatus at a desired service pres 
‘sure which comprises supplying a suitable va 
porizing device with lique?ed gas, converting the 
lique?ed gas material into gaseous phase, dis 
charging a major portion of the gas material 
from said vaporizing device into a receiving de 
vice at a predetermined high pressure, discharg 
ing a remaining portion from said vaporizing de 
vice into a low pressure~receiving device, and 
storing said portions in said receiving devices at 
their respective pressures until desired for use. 

4. The method 01' dispensing gas material to 
consuming apparatus at a desired service pres 
sure which comprises charging suitable vapor 
izing apparatus with a desired amount of lique?‘ 
?ed gas, converting ‘said charge into gas when 
said apparatus has been charged, discharging 
said apparatus into a plurality of gas receivers 

. operating at different pressure levels, the dis 
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charge advancing from the high to the low pres 
sure levels, and thereafter supplying consuming 
apparatus from said receivers which are emptied 
in an order‘ advancing from low pressure to high 
pressure, said higher pressure receiver being ar 
ranged to be connected automatically to the sup 
ply connections when a predetermined pressure 
value is reached. _ 4 . 

5. The method of dispensing oxygen to indus 
trial consuming apparatus at a desired service 
pressure which comprises charging a vaporizing 
device with a desired amount of liquid oxygen, 
vaporizing the charge in said vaporizing device 
after the same has been charged, withdrawing the 
gaseous oxygen from said device and storing the 
same in a plurality of gas receivers arranged to 

_ operate at relatively di?erent pressure levels, ?rst 
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supplying consuming apparatus from a receiver 
operated at the lowest pressure level and there 
after supplying consuming apparatus from a re 
ceiver operated at a higher pressure level. 

6. The method of dispensing omgen to indus 
trial consumers at a desired service pressure 
which comprises charging a vaporizing device 
with a desired amount of liquid oxygen ‘when the 
device is vented to the atmosphere, vaporizing the 
charge in said device when the same has been 
closed to the atmosphere, discharging a major 
‘portion of the gaseous oxygen into a high pres 
sure gas receiver until a predetermined high pres 
sure is reached, thereupon discharging a remain 
.ing portion into a low pressure gas receiver, sup 

' plying consuming apparatus at a desired service _ 

pressure from said low pressure receiver until a 
predetermined low pressure not greatly in excess 
of said service pressure is reached, and thereafter 
supplying consuming apparatus from said high 

. pressure receiver. 

'1. Apparatus for‘dispensing gas material to con 
sumers at a desired service pressure comprising, 

' in combination, portable means for receiving 'gas 

75 

material in the liquid phase and vaporizing the 
same, gas withdrawal means leading from said 
receiving and vaporizing means‘having a plural 
ity of supply connections, gas receivers connected 
respectively to said connections and arranged to 
hold gas at di?erent‘operatlng pressures, a serv 
ice connection associated with said withdrawal 
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means, and control means associated with said 
connections arranged for the selective charging 
and discharging of said receivers. ' 

8. Apparatus for dispensing gas material to 
consumers at a desired service pressure compris 
ing, in combination, means for receiving gas ma 
terial in the liquid phase and vaporizing the same, 
a gas withdrawal connection leading from said 
receiving and vaporizing means having a plural 
ity ofv supply connections, gas receivers connected 
respectively to said branches, said receivers being 
operated at a plurality of different pressure levels, 
a service connection associated with said with 
drawal connection, and control means associated 
with said connections arranged for charging said 
receivers by passing from the highest pressure to 
the lowest pressure and ‘for discharging said re 
ceivers by passing from the lowest to the highest 
pressures. 

9. Apparatus for dispensing gas material to' 
V consumers at a desired service pressure compris 
ing, in combination, a relatively movable vapor 
izlng apparatus for receiving and vaporizing a 
charge of liquid oxygen, a gas withdrawal con 
nection leading from said vessel and having a plu 
rality of branches, gas receivers connected re 
spectively to said branches and arranged to re 
ceive and hold gas respectively at di?erent op 
erating pressures, a service connection associated 
with said withdrawal connection, and valves in 
said connections arranged for selectively charging 
and discharging said receivers. 

10. Apparatus for dispensing gaseous oxygen to 
consumers at a substantially constant service 
pressure comprising, in combination, a relatively 
movable vaporizing apparatus adapted to hold 
and vaporize a charge of liquid oiwgen, a gas 
withdrawal connection leading from said vessel 
having a pair of branches, gas receivers con 
nected respectively to said branches and arranged 
to be operated at two di?‘erent operating pres 
sures,- a. service connection leading from one of 
said branches, valves for controlling said branches 
and connections, and an automatic regulator as 
sociated with said service connection whereby the 
service pressure may be maintained substantially 
constant. a 

11. Apparatus for dispensing gaseous oxygen 
to consumers at a substantially constant service 
pressure comprising, in combination, a relatively 
movable vaporizing apparatus adapted to hold 
and vaporize a measured charge of liquid oxy 
gen, a gas withdrawal connection leading from 

- said vessel having a pairof branches, a high 
pressure receiver connected to one of said 
branches, a low pressure receiver connected to the 
other branch, a service connection leading from 

' one of said branches, a by-pass connection lead 
ing from said service connection to the other 
branch, and regulating means in said connections 
and branches. ' - 

12. Apparatus for dispensing gaseous oxygen to 
consumers at a substantially constant service 
pressure comprising, in combination, a __relatively 
movable warm converter including a pressure ves 

ing from said pressure vessel and having a pair 
of supply branches, gas receivers connected re 
spectively to said branches and arranged to hold 
gas and be charged respectively to a low and a 
high operating pressure, a service connection as 
sociated with the branch which --comrmmicates 
with the low pressure receiver,' a; by-pass con 
nection leading from said high pressure receiver 
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,sel adapted to receive and vaporize a charge of > 
. liquid oxygen, :3. gas withdrawal connection lead 
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to said withdrawel connection, valves lingsald _ the gas receiver’ operated at the higher- pressure 
; branchesrrandconnect‘ipnsj ‘for selectively control-l _.~anq. arranged to,connedt said vreceiver for dis 
1 hug the charging. and discharging“, of saidgre-v ‘charging tpqsald serviceeonnectlon only whenthe 
xcelv'ers; an '-automat1c ,rreg’iiletor in}; eerviee. ‘_ pressure in said ‘low pressure receiver has dropped 
i-conneétio?wfor‘imalintafimnlgth icefpressure‘palate-predetermined velue. ' ‘ ‘ 5 


